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Letter From the Chair:

Dear Delegates,

Welcome to GBSMUN VIII! My name is Luka Heidari (he/him) and I will be your chair

for the Disarmament and International Security Committee—more commonly known as DISEC.

I am a senior at GBS, and this has been my third year in Model UN; I likewise chaired the

ECOFIN committee last year.

Besides Model UN, I’m involved in a lot of extracurriculars, both in and out of school. I

lead several Hispanic cultural clubs, am Speaking Director for GBSMUN, and am President of

our Congressional Debate team, but when I’m not scrambling to make meeting plans, I am pretty

active in local politics.

Both topics of debate emulate real-world discussions we will try and replicate in

committee, and get to the heart of the questions that society will have to answer in the years to

come. I really look forward to seeing what solutions you all think best solve for the problems at

hand!

DISEC is one of the most complex committees, so I have taken the liberty of aggregating

sections of suggestions for you all throughout the background guide; I’ve proposed guiding

questions or ideas, and overall have tried to help you stay on the right path and understand how

committee should flow. Use these notes to your advantage, and best of luck!

For position papers, please print a copy to bring to committee. Again, I am beyond

excited to chair again at GBSMUN VIII, and if you have any questions, please feel free to

contact me at 226561@glenbrook225.org.

Best,

Luka Heidari



Topic A: Outer Space Militarization



Background:
The 21st century has witnessed exponential development in space exploration and

technology. The appeal to utilize the advantages that space offers is flourishing as nations around

the world are growing increasingly capable of militarization and the capabilities of technology

are indefinite.1 Thus, technological developments have accelerated the possibilities of space

warfare, and the destruction that could come with it. Space militarization was inaugurated when

communicative satellites were launched.

Worldwide, nations use satellites to gain

control, communication, navigation, etc.2

Although the militarization of outer space

includes non-provocative usage, it also

appeals to the more direct and explicit of

military desires, such as to orchestrate

international strikes or bombing raids.

Space has been militarized longer than it has been weaponized, however. The organization,

Reaching Critical Will, defines space weaponization as “...the placement in orbit of space-based

devices that have a destructive capacity” (Outer Space), although many support a broader

definition that includes certain on-land technology that is capable of targeting space assets.3

Satellites are essential to a nation’s military and economy and therefore become high ranked

targets. The development of anti-satellite weapons is a prime example of this notion. During the

Cold War, the Soviet Union and the United States developed numerous ways to attack each

other's satellites. Since then, new methods of attacks have been tested and developed, including

3 https://www.space.com/42298-space-weaponized-already-military-history.html
2 https://www.generalassembly.ca/archive/the-militarization-of-space
1 https://www.reachingcriticalwill.org/resources/fact-sheets/critical-issues/5448-outer-space

https://www.space.com/42298-space-weaponized-already-military-history.html
https://www.generalassembly.ca/archive/the-militarization-of-space
https://www.reachingcriticalwill.org/resources/fact-sheets/critical-issues/5448-outer-space


lasers and cyber attacks. Testing new methods of militarization and weaponry also leaves behind

large amounts of space debri, resulting in higher risks of collisions between spacecraft.

Facet 1: Current Space Technology

The most recent innovations in space tech have been made for the purpose of research

into things like interplanetary travel and exploration. After the end of the Apollo missions and

Lunar travel, there were several NASA-led uncrewed interplanetary missions.  One of the most

notable of these is Voyager 1, the first artificial object to leave our Solar System and enter

interstellar space. It was launched on August 25, 2012. It is the furthest artificial object from

Earth, and the most advanced of its kind. Voyager 1 is currently at a distance of 145.11

astronomical units (2.1708×1010 km; 1.3489×1010 mi) (21.708 billion kilometers; 13.489

billion miles) from Earth as of January 1, 2019.4

As for manned missions and advancements, a

company called Northrop Grumman has designed

a new Lunar base called the Habitation and

Logistics Outpost, or HALO (and no, the video

game is nowhere close to being implemented into

real life, sorry!).  HALO is the first module in

what will be a new NASA base similar to the ISS, the only difference being that HALO will

orbit the moon.5 The base will serve as a livable environment for astronauts and will be complete

with food and oxygen supplies as well as areas to conduct research. In terms of militarization, the

UN prohibits countries from keeping weapons of mass destruction in orbit, but countries still

develop them on land. Project THOR is centered around massive rods of tungsten that would

5 https://www.generalassembly.ca/archive/the-militarization-of-space
4 https://www.economist.com/science-and-technology/2020/08/15/an-arms-race-is-brewing-in-orbit

https://www.generalassembly.ca/archive/the-militarization-of-space
https://www.economist.com/science-and-technology/2020/08/15/an-arms-race-is-brewing-in-orbit


theoretically orbit earth. These rods, dubbed God

Rods, would be 1 foot wide and 20 long. When

dropped onto a target from orbit, these rods could

achieve the impact force of a nuclear bomb,

without the radioactive fallout. In addition to

project THOR, many countries have put research

into railgun technology. Railguns are a weapon that uses electromagnets to launch projectiles at

speeds above the speed of sound. This technology is in its infancy however, so it is not currently

in any plans to be implemented into the military or nasa in general.

Facet 2: International Space Treaties and Discourse

The framework surrounding the junction between diplomacy and outer space was established

during the arms race. Sputnik I, the world's first artificial satellite, opened the gates to space

exploration in 1957, and as the Cold War progressed, the international community—whether in

support of the United States or the Soviet Union—understood that cooperation was critical to

prevent mass destruction.6

I. The Outer Space Treaty

In 1963, the United Nations adopted a resolution prohibiting the introduction of WMD’s

(weapons of mass destruction) in outer space. Various proposals for an arms control treaty

governing outer space were debated during a General Assembly session in December 1966,

culminating in the drafting and adoption of the Outer Space Treaty the following January. It is

the foundation of international space law, and is composed of seventeen articles, some of the

most important ones are listed below:

Article I: There shall be free access to all celestial bodies for scientific investigation and uses that

6 https://history.nasa.gov/sputnik.html

https://history.nasa.gov/sputnik.html


benefit the interests of all countries.

Article II: No celestial body or area of space can be claimed as the sovereign territory of any

nation.

Article IV: Weapons of mass destruction will not be placed in space, or any celestial bodies.

Military bases, installations or fortifications are subject to the same condition.7

II. Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects

Redefining Article 7 of the Outer Space Treaty, the “Liability Convention” as it is commonly

referred to, established that states are unequivocally—and solely—responsible for paying

damages if their “space objects or aircrafts” cause any damages or issues, both on Earth and in

space.8 This agreement was fundamental to the legal and ethical responsibilities states respect

now in terms of space militarization.

III. Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial

Bodies

Entered into force in 1984, the “Moon Agreement” elaborates on the guidelines set by the Outer

Space Treaty. Now specifically on the issue of the Moon—and tangentially relative to the other

celestial bodies—the Agreement set forth the following provisions; “[celestial] bodies should be

used exclusively for peaceful purposes, their environments should not be disrupted, the United

Nations should be informed of the location and purpose of any station established on those

bodies and that the Moon and its natural resources are the common heritage of mankind and that

an international regime should be established to govern the exploitation of such resources when

such exploitation is about to become feasible.” 9

*see “Past Solutions/Country Proposals” for more on the current PAROS treaty*

9 https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/spacelaw/treaties/intromoon-agreement.html
8 https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/spacelaw/treaties/introliability-convention.html
7 https://2009-2017.state.gov/t/isn/5181.htm

https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/spacelaw/treaties/intromoon-agreement.html
https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/spacelaw/treaties/introliability-convention.html
https://2009-2017.state.gov/t/isn/5181.htm


Facet 3: Dangers of Outer Space Militarization

As Alexandra Gilliard, Senior Editor at the International Affairs Forum, put it; “the

consequences of weapons testing and aggression in space could span generations, and current

technological advances only increase the urgency for policymakers to pursue a limitations

treaty.” Here we’ll discuss some of the concerns of an acceleration in weaponization and

militarization. ;

I. Satellite destruction

About 60% of the satellites that circle the Earth are defunct satellites—space junk—and roughly

40% are operational. 2,666 operational satellites circle the globe as of April of 2020, and

although many are used for military purposes, most perform more mundane tasks, like obtaining

weather reports, or managing on-ground communications, and navigation.10 If weaponization

accelerated into war, those satellites would be at risk, and severely impact the functionality of

society and country’s  abilities to defend themselves.

II. Diminished future use of near space

Pollution in near space has already begun

creating difficulties in near-space exploration;

take the US and USSR’s discontinuation of

ASAT testing during the space race, for example.

Just as those on Earth would face the

consequences of space militarization and

conflict, near space would as well, and that

pollution could negatively impact human kind’s ability to continue exploring space.

10

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/10/visualizing-easrth-satellites-sapce-spacex/#:~:text=Right%20no
w%2C%20there%20are%20nearly,globe%20in%20April%20of%202020

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/10/visualizing-easrth-satellites-sapce-spacex/#:~:text=Right%20now%2C%20there%20are%20nearly,globe%20in%20April%20of%202020
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/10/visualizing-easrth-satellites-sapce-spacex/#:~:text=Right%20now%2C%20there%20are%20nearly,globe%20in%20April%20of%202020


III. Distrust and proliferation on the ground

Per the Cold War, the world knows that not all countries would have access to mass

militarization if it occured, and thus, natural power imbalances would arise across the globe.

Instead of being a united front, researchers suggest that militarization could breed skepticism and

distrust amongst adversaries and allies. Other international conflicts have served as warnings to

the dangers of global chaos, but adding outer space to that equation should stoke fear in all those

considering weaponization.11

Past Solutions and Country Proposals:

The militarization of space has become an international debate that, for many countries,

is becoming a higher reality because of the growing amount of technological resources and

developments. The Vision for 2020 document published in 1997 by the US Space command

clearly outlined it’s intentions, and President Bush withdrew from the Anti-Ballistic Missile

Treaty, in which his administration continued to promote space weaponization. Representatives

of China and Russia submitted to the Conference of Disarmament in 2008 and 2014 their draft

treaty to prevent an arms race in space, although the conference has made little progress in the

past two decades as delegates are unable to reach consensus.12 The United Kingdom has stressed

the importance of a shared understanding of the definition of space weaponry and militarization

to initiate progress on the issue. Many African countries support the development of space

technology because of its vitality to meeting developmental goals/needs. The most prominent of

past solutions lies in the words of the Outer Space Treaty of 1967—signed by many including

the United Kingdom, the United States, and the Soviet Union—which banned the placement of

weapons capable of mass destruction in space, prohibited militarization on celestial bodies, and

12 https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/gadis3609.doc.htm
11 https://globalsecurityreview.com/consequences-militarization-space/

https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/gadis3609.doc.htm
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created legally binding rules that enforce peaceful use of space. However, space treaties have

failed to be strictly enforced. The PAROS treaty is an initiative that is currently being discussed

in the Conference on Disarmament and expands upon the Outer Space Treaty that essentially

prevents any nation from sending objects carrying weapons into space and gaining advantage

through space militarization (in simpler terms).13 This treaty has developed tremendously since

its beginning, but fails to be supported by nations like the US that likely represent the interests of

larger, militarized nations.

Note from the Chair:

Because this is the UN, I’d suggest that delegates look closely at the treaties and

agreements selected; what is included in the text, what isn’t addressed, and how these treaties

may have benefitted or hurt individual countries or the international community. Figuring out

how to further advance these agreements, and how to get other nations involved to comply, will

be a great starting point. I’d also suggest that, in planning beforehand and in actual committee,

delegates keep in mind the implications of their proposals. Since this is DISEC, solutions

proposed may very well have military ramification; the dias will be taking note of the nuance

behind resolutions, and how that might impact the status quo.

13

https://www.nti.org/education-center/treaties-and-regimes/proposed-prevention-arms-race-space-paros-tr
eaty/

https://www.nti.org/education-center/treaties-and-regimes/proposed-prevention-arms-race-space-paros-treaty/
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Topic B: Foreign Military Intervention



Background Info:

With influential governments comes the desire to exert influence and extend interests

internationally. Military intervention has become a means of intervening without declaring war.

While Britannica defines military/humanitarian intervention as “actions undertaken… that are

intended to alleviate extensive human suffering within the borders of a sovereign state”

(examples include genocide, ethnic cleansing, disaster crisis, etc.), foreign military intervention

has very much still become a tool for extending the interests of a state, group, or nation. When it

comes to varying interests and what is morally ‘right’ and ‘wrong,’ there is no fine line that can

be used to judge between these different factors. What may be considered righteous by one

nation can be considered the opposite in the one that is suffering. However, if no one wishes to

intervene in fear of these consequences, including retaliation, no one can prevent atrocities and

calamities from occurring. There are consequences to intervention and non-intervention, but does

one outweigh the other?

In the modern era, we have seen numerous

examples of foreign military intervention.

During the Cold War, the Truman Doctrine

enabled the United States Government to fully

declare their policy of containment, to which

the US government would intervene in nations

that gave way to communism, including the

Soviet Union at the time.14 The Soviet Union

and United States readily prepared forces and

14 https://www.trumanlibrary.gov/education/lesson-plans/harry-truman-and-truman-doctrine

https://www.trumanlibrary.gov/education/lesson-plans/harry-truman-and-truman-doctrine


resources to further their conflicting interests.

Additionally, the Korean War illustrates the multitude

of military intervention that has occurred in modern

times.15 Numerous nations were involved in the

fighting, specifically to protect individual interests in

the region. When the UN condemned North Korea’s

invasion into the south, they enabled forces to push

North Korea back, which primarily consisted of

American forces and its allies. China would later

intervene and force the United Nations command to

withdraw troops. More recently, there have been other instances in which global superpowers

have initiated military intervention, including The Iraq War, the Syrian crisis, and The

Afghanistan War. While the justification for intervention varies in the conflict, maintaining

political ideology has grown as a means of military intervention.

Facet 1: The Spectrum of Foreign Policy Viewpoints

As in all areas of policy, a wide array of perspectives and justifications exist—all in the name of

best addressing the world’s conflicts (or in the case of isolationists, not getting involved at all).

For the following theory analyses, recognize that “states” refers to countries, and the

“international system” refers to the globe or international community. As you grapple with the

different perspectives that will inevitably fill committee, also understand that, for foreign policy,

“liberal” or “conservative” doesn’t necessarily mean the same things  as it does in American

politics.

I. Neoconservatives

15 https://www.britannica.com/event/Truman-Doctrine
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Commonly referred to as “Hawks”, states or policymakers that are neoconservative are guided

by pragmaticism and straightforward thinking when discussing intervention in the ongoings of

another state. Neoconservative ideology promotes military engagement and dominance—and

thus intervention—over diplomacy when international crises arise; the Bush administration’s

foreign policy, specifically on the Iraqi invasion, was rooted in neoconservative beliefs.

II. Isolationists

The isolationist ideology stresses the perspective that, to avoid danger, states must limit their

entanglements or involvements within the international system; especially when it comes to

military intervention. In theory, isolationism directly opposes neoconservationism. Although they

have become more lax, North Korea, for example, has employed an isolationist foreign policy

since the division of the peninsula in 1945.

III. Liberal interventionists

Although similar to neoconservatives in their willingness to involve themselves in the affairs of

other states, liberal interventionists prioritize moral ideals, like human rights and social

injustices, as their justification for involvement. Liberal internationalism states that, through

multilateral organizations such as the United Nations, it is possible to avoid the worst excesses of

"power politics" in relations between nations. In addition, liberal internationalists believe that the

best way to spread democracy is to treat all states equally and cooperatively, whether they are

initially democratic or not. Commonly cited examples of liberal interventionism include NATO's

intervention in Bosnia and Herzegovina; the 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia; British

military intervention in the Sierra Leone Civil War; and the 2011 military intervention in Libya,

and organizations like UNDP, UNICEF, WHO, and the UN General Assembly.16

IV. Non-interventionists

16 https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0020702019827050

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0020702019827050


“Budget hawks” or “deficit hawks” is the name coined to foreign policy conservatives against

foreign intervention. Their justification lies within the cost-effectiveness of military involvement

in the matters of other states; budget hawks believe that their resources are better spent

domestically than abroad. Foreign policy experts have stated that, in some ways, former

President Trump’s “America First” foreign policy fits the budget hawk ideology.17

Non-interventionist liberals likewise oppose military policing in foreign countries, but for

different reasons; the international system should be respectful of cultural differences,

intervention has led to horrible long-term consequences, and that military spending is too high

and states shouldn’t be reinforcing the high level of funding. Non-interventionist liberals may

also be opposed to the draft.

V. “The intervened”

A select few countries have benefited from intervention. Relatively speaking, states like Japan

and Germany hold little resentment to the states that held military presences on their land, and

now, actually hold really strong relationships with those nations and have seen improvements all

around; Japan and Germany now have some of the strongest economies in the world and have

regained global status. This cannot be said for most other intervened states though. The vast

majority of states that have experienced intervention—Iran, Afghanistan, Vietnam, DRC and

several central American countries, for example—have developed anti-interventionist (and

anti-West) perspectives because of the impacts intervention has had on their countries. In the

case of Iran, the CIA-backed coup had led to an oppressive religious regime, Afghanistan is now

back in the hands of the Taliban, who are already committing crimes against humanity, and

countries like Nicaragua and Honduras haven’t had stable governments in over 30 years. All to

17   https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/02/business/economy/republicans-deficit.html
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say, the vast majority of countries who have faced intervention are strongly opposed to the

continuation of the policy.

Facet 2: Intervention-Related Status Quo Crises

I. Ukraine

The Ukrainian conflict continues to be the

most-watched foreign policy crisis of 2022.

Recent conflict began in 2014, when a

Ukrainian election led to a change in

government, Russia shortly thereafter annexed

the Crimean Peninsula, a region bordering

Russia that still holds strong cultural ties to the

Russian Federation.  Subsequently, Western nations began pushing for Ukraine to formally join

NATO, as a means of both offense and defense in East Europe, but that escalated into Russian

and Western forces, led by the

US, sending hundreds of

thousands of troops to the

Ukraine-Russia border, and as

of late January, bordering

nations in Eastern Europe. On

January 28, the State

Department confirmed that

Russia has now massed more than 100,000 troops at Ukraine’s borders, including the border with

Belarus, confirming what intelligence analysts have described for weeks. Although Ukrainian



President Volodymyr Zelensky has been involved in diplomatic talks (and also doubled

Ukraine’s troop force), the conflict has mainly been between Russia and the United States; both

of which cautiously walk the line between aggression and direct intervention and wait to see who

will make the next move.18

II. Afghanistan

After almost 10 years of intervention overseas, President Biden announced in early May the full

withdrawal of American troops in Afghanistan. 19 Despite spending much time developing plans

for the US-backed government to continue after US departure, the Taliban regained control of

Afghanistan almost immediately after the withdrawal was completed. The Biden administration

has stood beside their decision to leave Afghanistan, and that in of itself has led to international

discourse over whether or not countries like the United States should be engaging in the affairs

of foreign countries in the first place.

III. Ethiopia

On 4 November, Ethiopian federal forces

began an assault on Tigray region after a

deadly Tigrayan attack and takeover of

federal military units in the region. By

November’s end, the army had entered the Tigrayan capital, Mekelle. Tigray People’s Liberation

Front (TPLF) leaders abandoned the city, claiming they wished to spare civilians. Much remains

unclear, given a media blackout, but experts project that the violence has likely killed thousands

of people, including many civilians; displaced more than a million internally; and led some

19

https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/2573268/biden-announces-full-us-troop-withdr
awal-from-afghanistan-by-sept-11/

18 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5GOaWGjqves
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50,000 to flee to Sudan. The United States has provided a total of nearly $153 million in

humanitarian assistance since the crisis began, but critics domestically and abroad wonder how

effective aid actually is, and if the conflict escalated, if the US should intervene.20

Note from the Chair:

Because there are many current and past crises that resulted in foreign intervention,

committee shouldn’t focus on discussing a single crisis, but rather debate intervention as a

policy. Since its inception, the United Nations has brought forth no declarations or agreements on

the scope of intervention; countries have simply decided independently to intervene if they so

wished—and to little repercussion if things went wrong. As time progresses and more crises

inevitably arise, this is obviously problematic, so the main goal of committee should be, through

diplomacy and means of negotiation, developing the basics of what intervention should/shouldn’t

look like. Committee will intentionally be diversified in positions and ideologies, covering much

of the aforementioned spectrum on intervention; use this to your advantage and stick to your

country's positions. Do some research into your country’s current foreign policy ideology and try

and categorize within the perspectives above. If you’re having a hard time, please feel free to

reach out. We can't wait to see what solutions you come up with!

20 https://www.state.gov/u-s-announces-additional-humanitarian-assistance-for-the-tigray-crisis-response/
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